
The GB team will provide a free portfolio 
Analysis upfront, which examines your history of 
claims and looks for any trends or hot spots that 
might indicate an opportunity for improvement 
and injury prevention.

A portfolio analysis can help employers 
anticipate and mitigate risk factors that lead to 
injuries. Gallagher Bassett succeeds in saving 
clients 40% to 60% of their workers’ 
compensation costs in the first year.

• Reducing GP communication barriers
• Facilitating return to work 
• Controlling spend and claims activity
• Identifying worker engagement barriers 
• Analyzing injury claims costs
• Providing worker access to our extensive panel  
   of preferred providers
• Simplifying workers' compensation legislation
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When an injury occurs, the pressure is on for 
employers to support their employee while 
managing:
• regulatory requirements
• finances
• productivity loss and other business impacts
• a safe return to work.

The claims and injury process is complex and 
can consume business resources and the time of 
the HR team, while distracting from other critical 
business processes. Gallagher Bassett’s 
specialised Injury Management team assists 
employers from all industries with their Injury 
Management and Workers’ Compensation 
expertise.

A sound Injury Management process relies on 
quick interventions to workplace injuries, cost 
efficiency, and a culture of communication 
across the organisation. Gallagher Bassett’s 
skilled professionals can work with your 
business to: 
• Facilitate return to work
• Control spend and claims activity
• Identify worker engagement barriers
• Analyse injury claims costs
• Provide worker access to our extensive panel  
  of preferred providers
• Simplify workers' compensation legislation

Our expert team understand how to resolve  
barriers at every step of the injury management 
process to reduce avoidable costs, keep   
employees safe and productive on the job, and 
expedite their return to work.

The next time an employee gets injured on the job, make sure you’re spending your time 
and money as efficiently as possible with a strong injury management service provider.
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Applying Industry Expertise
The Gallagher Bassett team is experienced in all 
industries and combines clinical and technical 
expertise with well-established relationships 
with leading medical providers. 

The GB team have clinical expertise to engage 
with your HR experts, Management team, the 
injured employee and their treating doctor 
about the fastest and safest return-to-work
date for the employee while ensuring your
legislative compliance.

As technical experts, Gallagher Bassett 
consultants will also use their legislative and 
premiums insight to help employers navigate 
complex national legislation and systems. 

And as financial experts, the GB team’s
close attention to cost control will help ensure 
the injury and workers’ compensation process is 
as safe, efficient, and affordable as possible.

Emma_Hosking@gbtpa.com.au
+61 403 192 573

Emma Hosking
Senior Business Development Manager

ABOUT THE GB INJURY 
MANAGEMENT TEAM
With 18 years of experience, the GB Injury
Management team offers immediate proactive 
employer support at the time of a reported 
incident or injury. Applying an intervention- 
based approach, our team assess risks, barriers, 
and take action for you as early in the injury 
management process as possible. 

Our expert team will apply legislative, technical 
and clinical expertise to help your business: 
• Prevent injuries and proactively manage them  
   when they occur
• Refine and strengthen internal injury       
   management processes in alignment with  
   your overall business goals
• Navigate complex national legislation and  
   systems to ensure you remain compliant and  
   protected from litigation
• Build your workforce capability to better
   control workplace injuries, recovery, and
   associated costs.

Working with you, our Injury Management Team 
will make the injury process as safe, efficient, 
and affordable as possible.

 

To reduce workplace injury costs for your 
business by up to 60% in the first year and
improve return-to-work outcomes for your 
injured workers, contact: 


